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TÜV Rheinland

TÜV Rheinland is a leading international technical service provider with nearly 20,000 employees and 500 locations in 59 countries. Since the foundation in Germany in 1872, we have been developing solutions to ensure the safety, quality and sustainable development in the interaction between human, technology and environment.

Our extensive market activities are mainly concentrated on six business streams: industrial services, mobility, products, academy and life care, ICT and business solutions and systems.

**INDUSTRIAL SERVICES**
- Pressure Equipment
- Lifting Equipment & Machinery
- Electrical Engineering & Automation
- Industrial Inspection
- Infrastructure & Civil Engineering
- Energy & Environment
- Project Management

**MOBILITY**
- Periodical Technical Inspection
- Driver’s License
- Car Services & Appraisal
- Engineering & Type Approval
- Rail

**PRODUCTS**
- Softlines
- Hardlines
- Electrical
- Commercial
- Medical
- Solar

**ACADEMY & LIFE CARE**
- Occupational Health & Safety
- Training & HR Development
- Labour Market Services & Private Schools

**DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION & CYBERSECURITY**
- Cybersecurity
- Digital Transformation

**SYSTEMS**
- Certification of Management Systems
- Customized Services
- Government Services & International Trade

Note: In Vietnam, we are focusing more on Business Fields in blue.
TÜV Rheinland Vietnam

Founded in 2001, TÜV Rheinland Vietnam is a 100% foreign-owned company. Our team of more than 180 employees and qualified experts is dedicated to helping you in every step of the way - from development to product launch and entering global markets.

Integrity, excellence, customer orientation, performance, and agility characterize us. We are independent and professional, act with integrity and respect, take an entrepreneurial, results-driven approach, and are innovative as well as open to change.

FOCUS SERVICES
- Auditing and certification of management systems
- Training and business consulting
- Safety assessments and approvals for vehicles and components
- Testing, inspection and certification of products
- Chemical, mechanical and physical testing for consumer products, furniture and others
- Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) testing for electrical devices

OUR LABORATORIES
- **Softlines Laboratory**
  Our softlines laboratory provides chemical and physical testing for footwear and leather, garments and textiles, toys, food containers, basic materials and consumable products.
- **Hardlines Laboratory**
  We conduct mechanical and physical testing for furniture, building products, leisure and camping equipment, household goods and kitchenware, tools and mechanical products.
- **Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Laboratory**
  Our EMC laboratory offers extensive testing services for IT equipment, household appliances, industrial, medical and radio devices.
Testing, Inspecting, Certifying

With testing, inspecting, certifying, training and consulting services, we lend a hand in making products, systems, processes, and people safer and more competitive.

TESTING

With state-of-the-art equipment, our laboratory complex brings one-stop services for manufacturers and buyers around the world according to national and international standards. In addition, our experienced and qualified experts can support you from product development right through to production and market approval.

SOFTLINES

Leather and footwear, textile and garment, toys, food containers, basic materials and consumable products

Our services
- Chemical test: heavy metals, phthalates, azo dyes, formaldehyde, PCP, PAHs, VOCs
- Mechanical and physical tests: colorfastness, abrasion, dimensional stability, durability
- Market requirements: REACH, CPSIA, LFGB, RoHS

ELECTRICAL

IT equipment (printers, fax, copy machines), household appliances, laboratory equipment, industrial and medical devices, radio devices (Wifi, Bluetooth)

Our services
- Emission, immunity and radio testing
- Full EMC conformity assessment
- Mass production quality control
- CE marking, FCC, ISED Canada, VCCI

MOBILITY

Complete vehicles: car, truck, motobike, trailer
Vehicle components: tires, seat belts, lamps, windshields

Our services
- Engineering and type approval
- Homologation
- Type testing
- Automotive dealer audit
- Market access service: e-mark/E-Mark, SNI approvals, DOT, Inmetro

HARDLINES

Furniture, office products, building products, leisure and camping equipment, house and kitchenware, tools and mechanical products.

Our services
- Quality and fitness for use tests: ergonomics, functionality, user-friendliness, surface quality, material properties
- Mechanical safety tests: stability, structural integrity, durability/lifecycle, designing for safety, operating and safety instructions
- Ecological and chemical product tests: contaminants, hygiene and microbiology
- User instructions test: checking, optimising

ACCREDITATION

Our laboratories are accredited to have fulfilled all requirements of ISO 17025:2015 - Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories.
INSPECTING

TÜV Rheinland brings you one-stop-shop solutions to cover all your needs along the supply chain. We make sure your products, vehicles, buildings, facilities and machines are safe, efficient and profitable.

Our experts are able to inspect your whole production process in accordance with international codes and standards
- Factory Survey/Inspection (FS/FI)
- Initial Production Check (IPC)
- During Production Check (DUPRO)
- Random Sampling
- Loading Supervision (LS)
- Final Random Inspection/Pre-shipment Inspection (FRI/PSI)

CERTIFYING

We are expert in providing globally recognised certification services for your management systems and products. With our services, you are able to get credible certification for better access to new markets and customers.

SYSTEMS

We assess and certify management systems for companies and organizations according to international standards or individual performance criteria.
- Quality management (ISO 9001, ISO 13485, IATF 16949)
- Environmental management (ISO 14001, ISO 50001, FSC/CoC, ISO 14064)
- Corporate social responsibility (BSCI, SA 8000, ISO 45001)
- Food safety (ISO 22000, HACCP, Global G.A.P, IFS, BRC, GMP)
- Supply chain security (ISO 28000, TAPA)
- Information security (ISO 27001, ISO 20000, ISO 27017, ISO 27018)
- Supply chain audit (independent CSR audit – legal compliance audit on labor, environmental protection and occupational health & safety, C-TPAT, RBA, amfori BSCI, BAC)

TRAINING & BUSINESS CONSULTING

We offer the assistant, practical training topics and develop the solutions to promote quality, environmental sustainable development & occupational health safety, IT security, Lab management standards in interactions between human, technology and the environment.

Our business also includes:
- Human Resource
- Leadership and Management
- Quality and Productivity Improvement
- Personnel Qualified Program (PerCerts)

PRODUCTS

With TÜV Rheinland as your partner for product audits and certifications, you can strengthen your company’s success on the market with a neutrally audited and certified product.

We evaluate, test and certify safety and quality of products: electrical household equipment, electronics, medical products, mechanical products, IT equipment, luminaires, power tools, vehicles and components.

ALWAYS A GOOD SIGN. TÜV RHEINLAND TEST MARK.

This mark stands for all the relevant customer information about products, services and systems that are tested, certified or inspected by TÜV Rheinland. This information is available online anytime, anywhere and can be viewed in a matter of seconds at the click of a button. This means optimal transparency and top performance in terms of safety, quality and reliability - always. Global, systematic and eye-catching - communicated through a unique and multifunctional mark. The TÜV Rheinland test mark.